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Introduction 

This library reference provides the supporting analyses used to estimate 

carrier costs for First-Class Single Piece letters by shape and indicia. This is a 

Category 4 library reference provided in response to interrogatory MMADJSPS- 

T43-13A. 

The methodology used to develop the carrier costs by shape and indicia is 

very similar to that used in USPS-LR-J-117. Other testimony and library 

references used in this analysis include: 

l USPS-LR-J-10 for the IOCS data set 
. USPS-LR-J-57 for CRA worksheets 
. USPS-LR-J-112 for First-Class Single Piece letter volumes by shape and 

indicia 
l USPS-LR-J-117 for carrier costs and piggyback factors (base year and 

test year) 

Organization 

The final carrier base year and test year costs by shape and indicia for 

First-Class Single Piece letters are provided in the Excel workbook 

MMAT43-lo-revised.xls. The city carrier in-office costs (cost segments 6.1 and 

6.2) are calculated using a FORTRAN version of the LIOCATT process similar to 

the one described in USPS-LR-J-117, Appendix A. The FORTRAN programs 

used for this library reference are described in Appendix A of this document. 
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The costs by indicia for other carrier cost segments (7.1-7.3, and 10) are derived 

by distributing the costs from the Excel workbook LR-J-117.xls in USPS-LR-J- 

117 to indicia using a volume distribution key from USPS-LR-J-112, table 10. 

Costs for cost segment 7.4 are distributed to indicia by using the distributed costs 

for the other city carrier cost segments (6.1,6.2, and 7.1-7.3) as a distribution 

key. 
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Appendix A: Program Documentation 
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I. Computer Hardware and Software 

The IOCS data processing is performed on a Data General AViiON minicomputer with 

four Pentium Pro microprocessors and one gigabyte of RAM, running the DGUX version of UNIX 

operating system. Source programs ending with an “.f’ file extension are FORTRAN programs 

and programs ending in an “.sm” file extension are SORT/MERGE programs. The remaining 

data processing is performed in Excel workbooks (.xls file extension) on PCs running the 

Microsoft Windows NT 4 and Windows 2000 operating systems and Microsoft Office. 

II. Preparation of IOCS Data 

The following programs are used to extract, code and process the 2000 IOCS data in 
preparation for LIOCATT distribution of city carrier in-office costs (CRA Cost Segment 6.1) 

Program: encode-mtr.f - Extracts the necessary data from the IOCS tally data set, encodes 
specific tally fields into indexes, and writes the indexes to be used by LIOCATT 

Input: FYOO IOCS tally data (USPS LR-J-10) 
iocs2000.h - Declaration of IOCS tally fields 
fincag.98 -Tally finance number and CAG combinations 
activityOO.ecr.all - List of activity codes 

Program: 

output: encdata - Encoded IOCS tallies 

encdata.sm Sorts the encoded IOCS data for the LIOCATT process 

Input: encdata 

Output: encdatas 
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Ill. LIOCATT Based Cost Distribution Process 

The LIOCATT distribution process is run through a main FORTRAN program, which uses 
subroutines to distribute mixed-mail costs, which are also FORTRAN programs. The declaration 
file ‘1iocatt.h’ is included in each program and subroutine. This file contains common variables 
used by all programs and subroutines. 

Program: 1iocatt.f - This program controls the LIOCATT process by running various 
FORTRAN programs, which replicates the LIOCATT process for mixed-mail cost 
distribution 

Subroutines: fil1mixmap.f - Produces a map for distributing the mixed mail codes to 
appropriate direct activity codes 

Input: activityOO.ecr.all - List of activity codes 
mmcodes.intl - List of mixed-mail activity codes 
mxmail.all.ecr - Maps class specific mixed-mail activity codes to 
corresponding direct activity codes 

1oaddata.f - Loads the encoded IOCS data 

Input: encdata.s - Encoded IOCS data 

fungr0up.f - Forms function groups for operations 

Input: operrtemap - Maps operation to function group 

sortcostf - Sort records for level 1 cost distribution 

level1.f - Level 1 distribution of mixed-mail/not-handling tallies 

leve12.f - Level 2 distribution of mixed-mail/not-handling tallies 

sortlev2a.f - Sort records for level 3 cost distribution 

leve13.f - Level 3 distribution of mixed-mail/not-handling tallies 

rep0rt.f - Write results to file 

Output: levellb - Level 1 distributed direct costs 
IevelZb - Level 2 distributed direct costs 
level3a - Level 3 direct costs 
level3b - Level 3 distributed direct costs 
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IV. First-Class Single Piece Letters Cost Estimates 

Program: rpt-ind.f - Summarizes LIOCATT cost distribution estimations by indicia for city 
carrier in-office costs, First-Class Single Piece letters only 

Input: activityOO.ecr.all - List of activity codes and corresponding subclass 
codes 
classes-ecr.old - List of CRA subclasses 
level1 b - Level 1 distributed direct costs 
IevelZb - Level 2 distributed direct costs 
level3a -Level 3 direct costs 
level3b - Level 3 distributed direct costs 

Output: carOOlSP_ind.csv - Estimated city carrier in-office First-Class Single 
Piece letter costs by indicia 

V. Final Summary Spreadsheets 

Workbook: MMAT43-lo-revised&s - Calculates the First-Class Single Piece letter costs by 
indicia for carriers by cost segment 

carOOlSPJnd.csv - Estimated city carrier in-office First-Class Single 
Piece letter costs by indicia 
BY00 CRA Costs and Piggyback Factors - LR-J-117.xls. worksheet 
‘BY Summary’ (USPS-LR-J-117) 
NO3 CRA Costs and Piggyback Factors - LR-J-117.xls, worksheet 
‘Ty Summary’ (USPS-LR-J-117) 
BY00 RPW Volumes - First-Class Single Piece letter volumes by indicia 
(USPS-LR-J-112, Table 10) 
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Appendix B: Program Lists 
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bfptre,bf, = bfptr,*.bf, + 1 
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